This is a set of OCEAN animals, numbered 0-20, to use for early learners - preschool, pre-K and Kindergarten. Large pieces for little hands. Animals included are: octopus, clown fish, jellyfish, seahorse, dolphin, sea turtle, crab, shark, sea star, ray, grey whale, lobster, hermit crab, eel, manatee, puffer fish, clam, sand dollar, coral, marlin and squid.

Print pages on cardstock, laminate for longer use, and cut out animals. Use for number sequencing, number matching (print 2 copies), ocean animal matching, recognition and vocabulary. Make up your own games to suit your teaching goals.

I add FREE items often. Follow on TpT and Pinterest to get them as soon as they are listed.
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If this activity download meets your expectations, I would be delighted if you would leave feedback.

Graphics by Krista Wallden.

Activity designed by ©KidSparkz

More ocean activities and printables for early learners ...